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Trade deal key to Obama’s legacy
If president fails to sway
Democrats, it could be
‘disaster’ for Asia policy
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK T I ME S

WASHINGTON — For more than
six years, the short walk from the
Oval Office downstairs to the Situation Room has all too often meant
bad news or grim choices. Whether
it was war in the Middle East, Rus-

sian aggression in Ukraine or the
hunt for terrorists around the globe,
President Barack Obama’s foreign
policy has felt consumed by guns
and drones.
So the 12-nation trade deal Obama
has been negotiating in Asia took
on special meaning for a president
eager to change the world. It was a
way to leave behind a positive legacy
abroad, one that could be measured,
he hoped, by the number of lives improved rather than by the number of
bodies left behind. And if the Pacific
really is the future, Obama wanted

to position the United States to lead
the way.
As it turned out, the biggest challenge to securing that legacy has
been at home, and not overseas,
as Obama’s fellow Democrats last
week shot down legislation crucial
to finalizing the trade agreement
on the grounds that it would hurt
rather than help America. Unless
he can convince scores of Democrats to change their votes in the
coming days, the centerpiece of his
much-touted re-engagement with
Asia will slip away along with one of

the last chances he has to leave his
imprint on the world before leaving
office.
“If the president cannot get” trade
promotion authority “through Congress, it is a disaster for his Asia policy,” said Michael Green, a former
Asia adviser to former President
George W. Bush and now at Georgetown University and the Center for
Strategic and International Studies.
“The administration will be dismissed as lame duck at a time when
China is flexing its muscles.”
TURN TO TRADE, PAGE A7

Public feedback sought as three affordable housing builders
unveil mixed-use concepts for long-neglected shopping center site

Visions for Roseland
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State’s
wealthy
guzzling
water
Rancho Santa Fe residents
rationalize not rationing
as consumption rises 9%
By ROB KUZNIA
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Lauren Dawson, with daughter Hannah, 1, loads her car after shopping at Dollar Tree on Sunday on Sebastopol Avenue in Santa Rosa.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
T H E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

T

hree preliminary designs for the
long-awaited Roseland Village
neighborhood development were
publicly released today, each a uniquely
different stab at a vision of urban renewal that has been raising the hopes of a
neglected community for nearly a decade.
All contain what Roseland has been
wanting for some time: a plaza of some
sort, a library and community center
and mixed residential and commercial
uses on the site of a former Albertsons
supermarket. But the emphasis on each
of these elements is what differentiates
the proposals from one another.
One plan is centered around a large

pedestrian plaza that contains a performance stage and is surrounded by a
two-story community center, a library
and large patches of common green
space. A second would feature two
smaller plazas and a long promenade
connecting Sebastopol Road with the Joe
Rodota Trail, while a third envisions an
open-air “mercado” for retail shops and
stalls for local artisanal food-making and
production.
The details of each proposal are
available at sonomacounty.ca.gov/cdc/
roseland-village-neighborhoodcenter-project.
“They all do an excellent job of reflecting the visioning process,” said Jim
Leddy, special projects director for the
TURN TO ROSELAND, PAGE A7

PLANS AT A GLANCE
■ Burbank Housing proposes a
plaza; connection to Joe Rodota
Trail; 38,600 square feet of commercial space; 48 rent-restricted
homes; and 14 homes for
formerly homeless people.
■ MidPen’s proposal includes
100 units of affordable housing;
100 market-rate homes; connection to Joe Rodota Trail and
an open-air “mercado.”
■ EAH proposes a large plaza
with green space and 80 rental
units for families making no
more than 60 percent of area’s
median income.
For artists’ renderings, see A7

Schools fund law firms to train grads
Tight job market, push
for affordable representation
cited for incubator programs
By SUDHIN THANAWALA
ASSOCIATE D P RE S S

SAN FRANCISCO — Baseball has the
minor leagues. Medicine offers residency
programs. But recent law school graduates have no equivalent training opportunities to hone their skills — at least until
now.
A tight job market for new lawyers and
a push to make legal representation more
affordable have prompted law schools in
California and other states to fund start-

up law firms.
About two dozen so-called legal incubators or fellowship programs have
cropped up nationwide in recent years to
teach a few select law graduates the basics of legal practice and expand services
to people who otherwise couldn’t afford a
lawyer. And more schools are set to jump
into the mix.
Many of the programs help graduates
set up solo practices.
“The idea was to take new lawyers and
give them the support that traditionally
has not been provided in terms of setting
up a business and also inspiring them to
spend part or all of their practice doing
modest-means work,” said Lilys McCoy,
TURN TO LAW, PAGE A7

RANCHO SANTA FE —
Drought or no drought, Steve
Yuhas resents the idea that it is
somehow shameful to be a water
hog. If you can pay for it, he argues, you should get your water.
People “should not be forced
to live on property with brown
lawns, golf on brown courses
or apologize for wanting their
gardens to be beautiful,” Yuhas
fumed recently on social media.
“We pay significant property
taxes based on where we live,”
he added in an interview. “And
no, we’re not all equal when it
comes to water.”
Yuhas lives in the ultra-wealthy enclave of Rancho
Santa Fe, a bucolic Southern
California hamlet of ranches,
gated communities and country clubs that guzzles five times
more water per capita than the
statewide average. In April,
after Democratic Gov. Jerry
Brown called for a 25 percent reduction in water use, consumption in Rancho Santa Fe went up
by 9 percent.
But a moment of truth is at
hand for Yuhas and his neighbors, and all of California will
be watching: On July 1, for the
first time in its 92-year history,
Rancho Santa Fe will be subject
to water rationing.
“It’s no longer a ‘You can only
water on these days’ ” situation,
said Jessica Parks, spokesperson for the Santa Fe Irrigation
District, which provides water
service to Rancho Santa Fe and
other parts of San Diego County. “It’s now more of a ‘This is
the amount of water you get
within this billing period. And
if you go over that, there will be
high penalties.’ ”
TURN TO WATER, PAGE A7
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Chris Markelz is part of the legal incubator
program run by Whittier Law School.
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